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Abstract. Structure-reactivity correlations are discussed and applied to the X +
H2 -+ XH + Hand CI + HX -+ CIH + X series of gas phase reactions where X is a
halogen atom. In particular, potential energy surfaces for the (collinear) XH 2 system
are obtained in terms of the diatomic, H2 and XH, potentials and two parameters
which are common to all members of the series. These surfaces are in quantitative
accord with the Evans-Polanyi, Leffler and Hammond postulates. The rate constants
satisfy the reactivity-selectivity principle.

I. INTRODUCTION
Structure-Reactivity correlations! have long been a topic
of considerable interest. It has also been recognized early
on that such correlations are primarily useful for a family
of reactions that are, in some sense, "similar" and such a
family is referred to as a series. However, the concept of
a series of reactions was an intuitive one: For the transfer
reactions A + BC --+ AB + C which are the subject of this
paper, B will remain the same (atom or group) and only
A or C will be varied. An early' example is a family of
proton transfer reactions. Hence we shall refer to any
family of transfer reactions as a "Brensted" series. The
purpose of this paper is to examine an approach" to
structure-reactivity correlations which starts with a
quantitative definition of a reaction series. The definition
is simple enough to make good intuitive sense yet is
powerful enough to provide a quantitative basis for the
several postulates'? that have been proposed in an
attempt to summarize the empirical evidence and offer a
more fundamental basis for the observed correlations.

Section II introduces the concept of a reaction series
and notes some of the more immediate implications.
Section III examines the X+H2 and X + HCI families of
reactions in the gas phase (where X is a halogen atom)
and finds that they conform to the definition of a series,
in terms of the correlation of the reaction rate constant
and (for H2+ X) also in terms of the correlation of the
barrier height. On this basis, we provide, in section IV,
the expected correlation of the potential energy surface
(for the collinear HHX arrangement). There are as yet
no ab-initio computational results against which one can
check our prediction. However for the H, system, the
same method" led to a surface which had a root mean
square devitation of only 0.59 kcal/mol from the ab
initio 11 results.

D. TIlE REACTION SERIES
We define a series of transfer reactions as one where

structure-reactivity correlations obtain. In other words,
different reactions in the series differ in their rate con
stants only because of differences in the stability (as
measured by the standard free energy, GO) of reactants
and products. The definition is not empty since the
reaction rate depends not only on the isolated reactants
but also on their interaction. It is not necessarily the case

that this interaction vary in a systematic fashion as the
reactants themselves are modified.

One of the earliest examples is a Brensted" series of
proton transfer reactions where the reactivity was corre
lated with the free energy change in the reaction. In the
present point of view a Brensted reaction series is one
where different reactions have different rate constants
only because they differ in the (standard) free energy
change of the reaction. In more quantitative terms, the
Brensted coefficient a, which measures the variation of
the rate constant k(T) with the standard free energy
change, so:

a == - a In[k(T)/Z]la[ti.Go/RT], (1)

is itself only a function of ti.G°.','2 The definition (1)
includes a dimension-bearing constant, Z, which we take
to be common to all members of the series. (It should
however be recognized that Z is not a universal constant
and may differ for different series.)

For two reactions which do not differ greatly in their
ti.Go values one can write (1) in the original Brensted
form

5In[k(T)/Z] = - a5(ti.Go/RT). (2)

The change in the rate constant is thus directly propor
tional to the change in the free energy. Hence the
terminology':" "linear free energy relations". We how
ever do not exclude the possibility that a may depend on
ti.Go, and hence the correlation (2) is strictly linear only
over short intervals of so: differences. This observation
also dictates our choice of examples to families that span
an unusually large range of so: values. Yet, being
bimolecular, gas phase reactions, are free of the compli
cations (e.g, diffusion control) which sometimes obscure
the study of the kinetics in solution.

The first point is that the implications of (1) can be
examined even when a is a function of ti.Go. To do so
note that, by definition of a reaction series, a is only a
function of ti.Go/RT. Hence (1) can be integrated, lead
ing to'
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-In[k(T)/Z] = [AM(a) + aAG°]lRT (3)

The inequality stems from (9) and the fact that a is
positive. It says that reactivity increases as selectivity
decreases or vice-versa. (14)

(11)

M(a) ex a(l- a),

{

00 a-+O
BM(a)/Ba-+ -00 a-+I.

In other words, M(a) approaches its limiting values

a=1/[1+exp(-AGO/A)], (13)

G. = - AIn(l- a);

a = 1/2 for AGO = 0 and is only weakly AGO dependent
in the region IAGol < A. Hence if the "intrinsic barrier"
G~ == A In 2 is large the exponent in the denominator of
(13) is roughly unity, a will not deviate considerably
from 1/2 and the "linear" free energy relation will appear
to be valid. Similarly, since the reactivity-selectivity
principle is a reflection of the AGO dependence of a, it
may appear invalid if the range of AGO values explored is
not large enough (i.e. the range must exceed A).

Other forms of M(a) can be considered. The Marcus
theory" of electron transfer processes is equivalent to the
choice'":"

M(a) = - a In a - (1- a)ln(l- a) (12)

particularly reasonable. (See also Note added in proof
where we show how to derive this form for M(a).) With
this choice we obtain, using (6), the AGO dependence of
a, and of G.:

UI. THE X + H, AND X+ HCI FAMILIES
A family of reactions is a (Brensted) reaction series if

(at least to a good approximation) the variation of the
rate constant can be accounted for in terms of the
variation of the standard free energy change of the
reaction, AG'. In practice, it is easier to adopt a func
tional form for M(a) and see whether the data can be
fitted by Eq. (5). As a natural candidate for an entropy
function we consider the choice"

with infinite slopes.
We have thus shown the following properties of the

function M(a):
(i) It is convex, B2MIBa 2 < 0.
(ii) It is symmetric, M(a) = M(l- a).
(iii) It vanishes at the boundary, M(O) = M(l) = O.
(iv) It approaches the boundary with infinite slope, cf.

(11).
These properties are recognized by mathematicians as
defining a so-called generalized entropy for a two state
system. We thus refer to M(a) as "mixing" function.i"
We next discuss some possible specific choices for the
a-dependence of M(a). (See, however, Note added in
proof.)

M(O) = M(l) = 0

aAGO+ AM(a) = (1- a)( - AGO)+ AM(l- a) + AGO
or

M(a) = M(l- a).

The condition that (6) holds for any AGO, and the fact
that a-+1 as AG°-++oo and a-+O as AG°-+-oo
implies that

Finally, we note that the free energy of activation for
the reverse reaction differs from that of the forward
reaction by AGO. Hence' (a) the Brensted parameter for
the reversed reaction, a(G. - AGO)/B( - AGO), must
equal 1 - a where a is the Bransted parameter of the
forward reaction; (b) using (5) for both the forward and
the reverse reaction

(4)

(10)

k(T) = Z exp( - GJRT)

where we define the free energy of activation, G., by

G.=aAGo+AM(a). (5)

In (3) or (5), M(a) is a function only of a such that

ABM(a)/Ba = - AGo. (6)

One readily verifies that (4) and (6) imply

a = BGJBAGo (7)

which is equivalent to (1); A is the constant of integration
of the linear differential equation (1) and hence is
independent of AGo. We thus conclude that a reaction
series is defined by a constant value of A. The discussion
below will show that AM(a = 1/2) is the "intrinsic bar
rier"," i.e, the barrier when AGo=O, and so will be
denoted by G~.

Additional discussion of the concept of free energy of
activation will be found elsewhere.i"

The condition that the free energy of activation,' G.,
exceeds or equals the thermodynamic barrier, AGO, for
reaction is now shown to imply that M must be a convex
function of a:

B2M(a)/Ba 2 < 0. (8)

The proof is based on noting from (5) that

G. = AGo- (1- a)AGo+ AM(a)

= AGo+ A[M(a) - (a -l)BM(a)/Ba]

where we have used (6) to obtain the second equality.
Taking M(l) = 0 we see that the square bracket is the
difference between M(a) - M(l) and the linear approxi
mation to it, (a -l)BM(a)/Ba. Since the square bracket
need be positive for any a (recall that A was assumed
positive), M(a) must be a convex function of a. An
immediate implication of (6) and (8) is that

BalBAGo = -1/A[B 2MIBa 2
] >0. (9)

In other words, a increases as AGO increases. Highly
exoergic (AGO very negative) reactions have quite low
values of a while highly endoergic members of the series
have far higher values. As AGO spans the range from
minus to plus infinity, a spans the range from zero to
unity. Since a = BGJBAGo, G., the free energy of
activation, is also a monotonically increasing function of
AGO. Hence the Selectivity-Reactivity Principle:" Highly
exoergic reactions have low values of G. (high reaction
rates, cf. (4» which do not differ greatly from one
another (since a, cf. (9), is small). Changes in AGO lead to
comparably small changes in the reaction rate for those
members of the series which are highly reactive. Con
versely, for endoergic reactions, G. is large, the reactivity
is low but the selectivity (as measured by a) is high. In
mathematical terms, reactivity is measured by - G. and
selectivity by a, hence

- dG./ da = (- BGJBAG°)/(BaIBAGO)

= - al(BaIBAGO)

= -l/(Blna/BAGO)

<0.

or
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or, alternatively, to a linear dependence of a on l!t.Go. As
will be seen below this choice is unacceptable for highly
exoergic reactions (l!t.Go < - 4..\ In 2) where it predicts
that a is negative and hence that the rate constant
decreases as the reaction becomes more exoergic. The
reason is that this choice violates Eq. (11) or, in other
words, that a is not restricted to the range zero to unity.

Another choice, which is free of the asymptotic ill
behaviour, is suggested by quantum mechanical
configuration mixing which yields

M(a) oc [a(l- aW'. (15)

This choice for M(a) when substituted in (5) leads to

G. = (l!t.Go/2) + [(l!t.Go/2)' + (G~)']l/'

which is the empirical functional form proposed by
Rehm and Weller" to account for the quenching rate of
excited states by electron transfer in solution. It is worth
noting'" that this empirical functional form is however
very similar to the l!t.Go dependence of G. as given by the
use of (12) for M(a). To prove (15) write the normalized
wave function l/J as a superposition of two normalized
and orthogonal configurations cPI and cP" l/J = ClcPl + c,cP,·
Normalization implies that c~ + c~ = 1. Writing lie,; for the
matrix element (cP, IlieIcP;), where lie is the Hamiltonian,
gives for the energy

(l/Jillell/J) = (1- a)lIell + alle22+2[a(l- a)f"lIe1, (16)

where a = c~. Unfortunately, the assumption that cPl and
cP2 are orthogonal does not hold at finite internuclear
separations if one takes cP' and cP2 to represent the
configurations which tend asymptotically to A + BC and
AB + C, respectively.

Another functional form that does fulfill the conditions

(i)-(iv) of section II is

M(a) = [a 4 + (1- a)4 -1]/(21
- 4 -1) for q ~ 1.

One can indeed show" (using L'hopital's rule) that for
q --+ 1 this form reduces to Eq. (12).

Figure 1 is a plot of the rate constants for the forward

X+H2--+XH+H

and reverse

H+HX--+H2+ X

reactions vs. scrmr at 500 K. The sources of the data"
are identified in the figure legend and the reverse rates
have been obtained from the forward ones using detailed
balance. (That the forward and reverse reactions belong
to the same series also follows from detailed balance:
that the logarithm of the forward over the reverse rate
equals scner and from Eq. (3).) The standard free
energy changes are from the JANAF tables." The solid
line is the fit using Eq. (5) with the choice (12) for M(a)
and with G~ = 4.5 kcal/mol, and Z = 1013

.
3 cclmol- s

taking the scatter in log k for the experimental results to
be ± 0.2 then for log Z = 13.3 ± 0.2 one has G~ = 4.5 ±
0.6 kcal/mol). The range of l!t.Go values easily exceeds G~
so that the dependence of In k (T) on l!t.Go is by no means
linear. Yet Eq. (5) appears to correlate the data quite
well.

Figure 2 is a similar plot for the

CI+HX--+ClH+X

family," including the reverse reactions, at 300 K. Here
we determined log Z to be 13.8 ± 0.2 and G~ = 6.6 ± 0.4
kcal/mol. The range of l!t.Go values" is about the same as
in the previous example. Due to the lower value of the
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Fig. 2. A Brensted plot for the gas phase CI+ HX reaction
series at room temperature. The experimental data for the rate
constants for X = F and CI is from Refs. 20a and 20b respec
tively; for X = Br and I from Ref. 20e. The curve is a fit to Eqs.
(4), (5), (12) and (13) with log Z = 13.8 and G~ = 6.6 kcal/mol.
The point for X = po' deviates slightly from the correlation.
Other experimental results'?" for the same reaction deviate even
more.
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Fig. 1. A Bransted plot for the gas phse H,+ X reaction series
at T = 500 K. The experimental data for the rate constants for
X =F, CI, Br and I is from Ref. I8a-d, respectively (data for
X = F and I is by extrapolation to T = 500 K). The experimental
results for the forward, X + H, reactions are shown as squares
and for the reversed HX + H reactions as triangles. The curve is
a fit to Eqs. (4), (5), (12) and (13) with log Z = 13.3 and
G~ = 4.5 kcal/rnol.
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(17)

and is valid for any T-dependence of G~.

(17')

4030

Sr

2010

CI
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F

-40 -30 -20 -10 o
-6D e

Fig. 4. The barrier height vs. the exoergicity for the H2 + X
reaction series. The curve is a fit (cf. (30» to the literature
estimates" which gives ~ V~ = 6.6 kcal/mol.

This resolution of G. depends only on the definitions

H? = a(G~T)/a(I/T),

S~= - aG~aT

Here tJ.H" and ss: are the standard enthalpy and
entropy changes. Figure 3 compares the fit given by (5)
with the choice (12) for M(a). For G~==AJn2we have
used the Gibbs-Helmholtz form G~ = H?- TS~ with H~

and S~ taken as temperature independent; the value of Z
is from Fig. 1. There are only two parameters (S~ and H~)

in this fit. Yet is accounts not only for the temperature
dependence of a given reaction rate, but also for the
relative magnitudes of the reaction rates. It fails to
precisely specify the curvature of In k(T) vs. I/Tindicat
ing that H~ and S~ are possibly weakly T-dependent.

The Gibbs-Helmholtz relations (17) and Eq. (5) imply
that the enthalpy and entropy of activation are given by

temperature, the correlation in Fig. 2 spans nearly 30
orders of magnitude in the reaction rate.

A more stringent test is the temperature dependence
of the rate constants. In a given series the dependence on
the temperature is due to the dependence on tJ.GoIRT
where, of course, tJ.Go itself is T-dependent in the usual
(Gibbs-Helmholtz) fashion:

a(tJ.GoIT)la (liT) = tJ.H",

atJ.GolaT = - tJ.So.

Fig. 3. An Arrhenius plot for the H2 + X reaction series. The
experimental data" for the rate constants is the same as for Fig.
1. The parameters are H~ = 4.8 kcal/mol and S~ = 1.0 cal/mol K.
(This gives G~ (T = 500 K) = 4.3 kcal/mol, in comparison to the
value of 4.5 kcal/mol used in Fig. 1.) Z = 1013

.
3 cc/mol· s as in

Fig. 1.

(19)

The curve m = 1 joins the equilibrium point of the initial
diatomic (H2) to the equilibrium point of the final
diatomic (HX). This curve is defined to be the reaction
coordinate in the Bond Energy-Bond Order (BEBO)
method." It is known to agree quite well with the actual
minimal energy path for a variety of potential energy

1. The Bond Order Coordinates
For the collinear arrangement the potential energy is a

function of two variables which can be taken as the two
interatomic distances R. == R H _H and R 2 == R H_X ' The
equilibrium distance in the i th diatomic (i = 1 is H 2, i = 2
is HX) will be denoted by R., and the displacement from
equlibrium by r" r, = R, - R.,. Instead of the bond length
one can use the bond order n, which we relate to the
bond length by the Pauling" relation

n = exp( - rl a'y; (18)

a is the Pauling parameter. The bond order increases
from zero for a fully stretched bond to unity at equilib
rium.

Consider next" such curves in the (r.. r2) plane along
which the sum of the two bond orders is held constant:

IV. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACFS
The magnitude of the reaction rate constant is deter

mined by the potential energy surface connecting the
reagents and the products. At thermal energies the rate
constant is primarily sensitive to the shape of the surface
in the immediate surroundings of the barrier. One can
therefore enquire whether not only the barrier height
(Fig. 4), but the entire potential energy surface changes
in a systematic fashion when the potential energies of the
reactants (and products) are changed. We shall limit the
discussion here to the collinear configuration XHH. The
model adopted will not only suffice to determine the
surface but will also identify the variable av, cf. (26), with
the location of the barrier in accordance with the Leffler"
postulate. The previous result (9) (or (28) below) can then
be identified as a quantitative statement of the Ham
mond':" postulate: The more exoergic the reaction, the
earlier the barrier.

(5')

5.

F

4.

x

H.= atJ.H"+H?M(a),

S. = a tJ.So + S~M(a).

1. 2. 3.
1000/T (0 K-I)

o.o.

15.

u 10.w
if)

W
--l +
0
:E
<,
U
U

x
en
0 5.
--l
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By choosing the constant of integration so that CT = 0 for
the reaction coordinate one has"

which sum to unity. In terms of the two weights we
define'" a distance coordinate between the curves m =
const by

surfaces," provided only that the reaction conforms to
the physical picture which leads to (19): the loosening of
the old bond is accompanied by the tightening of the new
bond.

Those curves (19) for which m < 1 are in the outer
region between the reaction coordinate and the dissocia
tion plateau where both bonds are broken; m is larger
than unity on the inner region where the atoms are
crowded together. On each curve however one can
define two weights w,:

2

dCT = L w.dr..
i-I

~V" = ~ V(n~) = {_- AIn~1- n~); (30)st». A In 'Iv.

For ~De = 0 the barrier height (the "intrinsic barrier?")
is ~ V~ ... A In 2.

Introducing the Pauling relation, (18), between bond
order and bond length we find from (30) that the height
of the barrier is linearly correlated with the displace
ments of the old (rn and new (r~) bonds at the location
of the barrier:

while

function of ~ V, the result

n~= aV(n~)la~V (27)

is the Polanyi-Evans' correlation. Finally, since M(n) is
a convex function it follows from (27) that

an~/a~V >0 (28)

which is Hammond's postulate." For the choice (12),

n~= l/[1+exp(~DJA») (29)

(20)

(21a)

i = 1,2,w, = n.lm,

as a "distance" between any m -const curve and the
(m = 1) reaction coordinate.

CT = - a In m (21b) ~V" = { Ar~/a, "
- ~De + Ar2/a.

(31)

2

Yen) = - L «s»: + AM(n).-1

2

V(R\)R 2) = L w.V;(CT) + AV*(CT)M(w). (22)
'-I

2. The Potential Energy Surface
The potential energy surface is represented as"

Here Dc' are the well depths of the two diatomics,
D; .... - V; (0); A is a parameter common to all members
of the series. We shall come to identify A In 2 as the
barrier height for the symmetric (Del = Dc» member of
the series.

Along the reaction coordinate CT = 0, m = 1 and the
potential energy as a function of 'I ... '12 is

aM/ar. = (aM/an)(an/ar;)

= {(1- n)ln[(1- n)/n)la,
'I In[n/(1- n»)/a,

i = 1,
i =2.

(32)

Since OlnO=O it follows that even though aM/an di
verges as 'I -+0 or 1, aM/ar, has, asymptotically, a zero
slope.

To compute the entire surface we require the H2 and
the HX diatomic potentials. For H2 the very accurate
ab-initio" potential was employed. For HF we have used
the RKR potential curve" while for the other HX
molecules the 5 parameter Hulburt-Hirschfelder" poten
tial form was adopted. Our previous experience" sug
gests that the use of simpler forms, e.g. that of Morse,
leads to considerable deviations in the repulsive regime
(m > 1) of the potential evergy surface. The results are
shown, as contour maps, in Fig. 6. As compared to other
empirical methods, there is a smooth transition from the
reactants to the products regions without a trace of a
seam anywhere.

3. Results
The potential energy surfaces for the H2 + X collinear

system were computed using Eq. (22). The Pauling
parameter a was taken to equal" 0.514 a.u. and A In 2 =
6.6 kcal/mol. The barrier height vs. IiD; (as given
analytically by (30» is shown in Fig. 4. Also shown are
the literature estimates" for these barriers. The agree
ment is quite favourable for X = CI, Br, I but the present
prediction for F + H2 is somewhat lower than either the
LEPS semiempirical estimate'" or the ab-initio'" value.
In this connection one should note that it is possible" to
assign somewhat different values of the Pauling parame
ter a to the different bonds.

Figure 5 shows the potential energy profiles along the
reaction coordinate. The shift of the barrier location
towards the products along the series X = F, CI, Br and I
is quite evident.

It should be noted that the behaviour of the profile for
'I -+ 0 or 1 is consistent with one's chemical intuition that
as a function of distance the profile should have a zero
slope for r,-+OO or r2-+OO. Indeed

(25)

(24)

~Yen) = n~ V + AM(n).

2 / 2
V*(CT) = - ~ W,V;(CT) ~ w.ve'.

or

Equation (25) should be compared to Eq. (5).
The potential energy surface (22) is fully specified by

the potential energies of the reactants and products.
Similarly, the potential profile, (25), along the reaction
coordinate is specified by the two well depths. The
location, n~, of the barrier along the reaction coordinte
is the solution of iJV(n)/iJn = O. From (25) this implies
that av, defined by the change in barrier height with the
exoergicity, ~D. = Dc> - Dc'''' - ~V, i.e.

av'" iJV(n~)liJ~V (26)

equals n~, which is Leffler's' postulate. Since 'I ~ is only a

Here V; (r) is the potential energy of the ith diatomic as a
function of the bond displacement; M(w) is the same
function of w ... W2 as in section II:

M(w) = - w.In wl - w2 1n W2. (23)

This form for M(n) (for m = 1) has been discussed by
Marcus'" as a limiting form for the BEBO expression for
the energy along the reaction coordinate. V*(CT = 0) = 1
and is otherwise given by
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Fig. 5. The potential energy as a function of the reaction
coordinate (ct. (25» for the H2 + X reaction series with a V~ =
6.6 kcal/mol.

(AA)= - RTln(k/Z)

= a/lGo+ aG.+ (1- a)G•.
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Note added in proof We have been able to derive the
fundamental equation (5) and the choice (12) for M(a)
from the following consideration: G., the free energy of
activation, can be regarded' as the difference between
G", the standard free energy of the reactants, and G" the
standard free energy of the reactive reactants (see Ref. 3
for further details). Hence

- RTln(k/Z) = G.= G,- GO (A.l)

where k is the rate constant for the forward reaction. For
the reverse reaction, whose rate is denoted by t;

- RTln(k/Z) = G.= G,- G"'. (A2)

Here G'" is the standard free energy of the products,

so: = G"'- GO. (A3)

Take any positive number a, 0;;; a;;; 1. Multiply (AI) by
(1 - a), (A2) by a, add and use (A3):

G.= G,- GO

Introduce A by

G.= - A In(1 - a), G.= - A In a. (AS)

Hence, for M(a) given by (12)

G.=a/lGo+AM(a). Q.E.D.

Note that by detailed balance G. = G.+ /lG" so that A
and a in (A.5) are not independent. Rather they must be
related by

- A In[a/(I- a») = - so: (A6)

which is precisely Eq. (6) for the M(a) given by (12); also
(AS) is equivalent to (13). The only remaining empirical
assumption is that A may be taken as a constant for all
the members of a given reaction series.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A simple definition of a Brensted reaction series was

shown sufficient to account for the known
structure-reactivity correlations. The family of gas-phase
reactions where an H atom is transferred was shown to
be a Brensted series. A semiquantitative fit for the
available data was shown possible. In particular, varia
tion of the reactivity by very many orders of magnitude
was well correlated using a single (a) adjustable
parameter. An extension of the definition of a reaction
series which enables one to generate the entire potential
energy surface for the collinear configuration was discus
sed and applied to the HHX family. Work is in progress
on an extension of the present approach to generate
potential energy surfaces for noncollinear configurations.

The' empirical utility of the concept of the reaction
series as defined in sections II and III suggests that more
attention should be given to the theoretical foundations
of this concept. Why is the free energy of activation
correlated with the free energy of the reaction, or, in
other words, when is a family of reactions a Brensted
series? Very recent work in this connection is discussed
in a Note added in proof
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Fig. 6. Potential energy surfaces of the reactions in the H2 + X
series by Eq. (22) with a V~ = 6.6 kcal/mol and a = 0.514 a.u.
The highest equipotential is at V = - 0.08 a.u. (V = 0 for the
dissociation plateau), except for H 2 + F, where it is at V =

- 0.10 a.u. The equipotentials differ by 0.01 a.u., except for
H2 + CI. where two equipotentials V = - 0.155 and V =
- 0.165 a.u. have been added.
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